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A colorful and humorous dictionary of alphabetically arranged words and pictures
designed to help children learn to read
All the students in the class are assigned reading buddies, except for Adelaide.
She already has one, a bear! And Adelaide is quite persuasive as she explains to
her language arts teacher, Mrs. Fitz-Pea, and the reader, that bears really do
make the best reading buddies: they sniff out good books and their claws are just
right for turning pages. And the bear looks rather friendly (and studious) in these
crayon-bright, contemporary illustrations, making this is must-read picture book
for story time!
We know you shouldn’t take your dragon to the library, but what about taking
him out to dinner? After all, dragons need to eat too! But with fiery breath,
flapping wings, and pointy spikes, that might not be a good idea! Rhyming text
and diverse characters bring the importance of dinner manners to a new level in
this colorful picture book by Julie Gassman.
English-Spanish Version In this beloved tale, Jack watches in amazement as his
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magic beans grow into a beanstalk that reaches beyond the clouds! Children will
eagerly continue reading to see whether Jack can sneak past a hungry giant to
rescue the golden harp. Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake
Stories books are the classic tales of magic, imagination, and inspiration that will
delight children again and again. From the hard-working Red Hen to the foolish
Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's interest and spark their
imagination page after page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading.
Each book includes 32 pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8"
x 8".
Books babies can really sink their gums into! INDESTRUCTIBLES are built for
the way babies "read": with their hands and mouths. INDESTRUCTIBLES won't
rip or tear and are 100% washable. They're made for baby to hold, grab, chew,
pull, and bend. What green vegetable looks like a tree? Broccoli! Can you find a
fruit that's small and yellow? Lemon! Can you pick out two berries so red and
sweet? Raspberry and strawberry! Explore a rainbow of delicious foods in a book
that's INDESTRUCTIBLE. Also available in bilingual English-Spanish.
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly rocks him
each night as he sleeps.
A story about many different sheep, and one that seems to be missing.
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A great big hug in book form, Snuggle Puppy is a year-round valentine from
parent to child. It is bright, chunky, a pleasure to hold, and has a die-cut cover
that reveals a glimpse of the joy inside before it's even opened. Best of all, it's
packed, of course, with pure Boynton: her inimitable language, her inimitable
illustrations, her inimitable sense of fun. OOO, Snuggle Puppy of mine!
Everything about you is especially fine. I love what you are. I love what you do.
Fuzzy little Snuggle Puppy, I love you. Featuring a sweet and cuddly doggie cast
and rhyming verse, Snuggle Puppy is the perfect bedtime book to read last,
because of an ending that kids will want again and again: I started with OOO. . . .
Now we'll end like this: [BIG SMOOCH!] Oversized lap edition also
available—perfect for reading aloud!
A youngster plans all the things he will teach his puppy.
Children see a variety of animals, each one a different color, and a teacher looking at
them.
Hug, kiss, nuzzle, snuggle, bounce, rock: There are so many ways to show your love to
baby! Share the love on each spread with simple text prompts and adorable illustrations
of baby animals and their families, from cats to bears to bunnies. With over two million
copies in print, Indestructibles are the books built for the way babies read. They are 100
percent baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
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nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything babies can throw at it—gumming,
spilling, dragging across the floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could. They’re
indestructible. And if they get dirty, just throw them in the dishwasher.
With humorous rhymes, six lovable animals help Lloyd the llama discover what kind of
animal his mama is.
Two dogs are opposite in every way, but are the very best of friends. On board pages.
A boxed set of four board books featuring P.D. Eastman's famous dogs! Tucked inside
this little red box topped with a sturdy handle are board book adaptations of the classic
Beginner Books by P.D. Eastman: Go, Dog. Go!; Big Dog . . . Little Dog; The Alphabet
Book; and Michael Frith's I'll Teach My Dog a Lot of Words. Perfect for the holidays,
baby showers, and happy occasions of all kinds, this is a literacy-nurturing gift that
babies can literally sink their teeth into!
Labelled photographs help babies identify parts of the body and their uses, emotions,
clothing, and other terms. On board pages.
The Cat in the Hat Beginner Book DictionaryRandom House Books for Young Readers
A great introduction to books through well-known nursery rhymes and interactive text.
Singing songs and rhymes is the perfect way to bond with your baby and share quality
time. It also aids language development by introducing them to the natural sounds and
patterns of speech. Combining these with actions also stimulates the brain and helps
muscle development.
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Hit the road reading with Dr. Seuss! Tucked inside this cute little blue box topped with a
plastic handle and secured by a tuck closure are board book editions of the classic Dr.
Seuss titles Hop on Pop; Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!; Ten Apples Up On Top!; and
The Shape of Me and Other Stuff. Ideal for the holidays, new mothers, and happy
occasions of all kinds, this is a literacy-nurturing gift that babies can literally sink their
teeth into!
Your kids will enjoy this classic story even more in this beautiful Read & Listen edition. A baby
bird is hatched while his mother is away. Fallen from his nest, he sets out to look for her and
asks everyone he meets—including a dog, a cow, and a plane—"Are you my mother?" This
ebook includes Read & Listen audio narration.
In this beloved tale, the Little Red Hen makes delicious bread that her lazy friends can't resist.
Children will eagerly continue reading to see what she will do when everyone wants a taste!
Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake Stories books are the classic tales of
magic, imagination, and inspiration that will delight children again and again. From the hardworking Red Hen to the foolish Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's interest
and spark their imagination page after page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading.
Each book includes 32 pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8" x 8".
With lilting lullaby text and lovely illustrations, the New Books for Newborns stories are the
perfect first books for new parents to share with their little ones right from the start! Start here.
If only raising a child was that easy. It can be difficult in the first year to figure out what’s just
right for your baby. But with this new line of books—New Books for Newborns— story time is
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really that simple. Designed as the first books to start reading with your baby, these just-right
stories hit all the right notes with soothing texts, lovely art, and, most importantly, stories meant
for sharing any time of the day. Start here. Snuggle up. It’s story time! This book celebrates a
mother’s love trumping even majestic mother nature…a mama’s love is higher than a
mountain and deeper than any stream.
Count on Dr. Seuss to make learning numbers fun! This simple, rhyming book is illustrated with
art from some of his most beloved works, including "One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish,
Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are?, " and "Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!" Full color.
One beautiful summer day Roxanne decides to go to the beach. She loads up the car with
everything she wants to take with her: the turtle/ the umbrella/ the book of wonderful stories/
the ball/ and/ of course/ her baby. But the car won't start. Undaunted, Roxanne decides to take
the bus to the beach. But something can't go on the bus. Whenever Roxanne comes up with a
new way to get to the beach she discovers she must leave something behind-and children will
have great fun guessing just what's missing each time.
Combines photographs of animals with words of thanks in a loving tribute to mothers.
Elmer the patchwork elephant munches, plays and splashes his way through a busy day.
National Book Award Finalist! Instant New York Times Bestseller! The Absolutely True Diary of
a Part-Time Indian meets Jane the Virgin in this poignant but often laugh-out-loud funny
contemporary YA about losing a sister and finding yourself amid the pressures, expectations,
and stereotypes of growing up in a Mexican American home. Perfect Mexican daughters do
not go away to college. And they do not move out of their parents' house after high school
graduation. Perfect Mexican daughters never abandon their family. But Julia is not your perfect
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Mexican daughter. That was Olga's role. Then a tragic accident on the busiest street in
Chicago leaves Olga dead and Julia left behind to reassemble the shattered pieces of her
family. And no one seems to acknowledge that Julia is broken, too. Instead, her mother seems
to channel her grief into pointing out every possible way Julia has failed. But it's not long before
Julia discovers that Olga might not have been as perfect as everyone thought. With the help of
her best friend, Lorena, and her first love (first everything), Connor, Julia is determined to find
out. Was Olga really what she seemed? Or was there more to her sister's story? And either
way, how can Julia even attempt to live up to a seemingly impossible ideal?
Illustrations and rhyming text describe how a parent and child complement one another.

Everyone has kisses for Baby, from Mami and Papi to perro and gato. Using simple
Spanish words, this charming read-aloud proves that love is the same in every
language! Parents won't be able to resist giving baby muchos besos as they share this
bilingual read aloud, filled with bold, graphic illustrations, with their little bébé!
A little penguin shares its favorite things with the one it loves most, including holding
hands, playing peekaboo, and reading stories. On board pages.
Have you ever fallen into a book? Well, if you do, just make sure it isn't a fairy tale.
Because in every one there's always a wicked this, an evil that or a hungry somebody
just waiting to gobble you up. What happens when Herb, star of Beware of the
Storybook Wolves, falls into his book of fairy tales?
The story of a little bird who has lost its mother.
English-Spanish Version In this beloved tale, Dorothy is swept away on an adventure
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with her friends Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion, and Tin Woodsman. Children will eagerly
continue reading to see if the friends can escape the clutches of the Wicked Witch of
the West! Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake Stories books are the
classic tales of magic, imagination, and inspiration that will delight children again and
again. From the hard-working Red Hen to the foolish Gingerbread Man, these stories
will capture children's interest and spark their imagination page after page, inspiring a
lifelong love of literature and reading. Each book includes 32 pages of fresh, captivating
illustrations, and measures 8" x 8".
Part of the Good Beginnings series of full-color board books will intrigue children and at
the same time help them build vocabulary. The words have been selected for their ageappropriateness by the editors of the American Heritage(R) dictionaries. Pamela Cote's
charming illustrations introduce toddlers and young children to a delightful family of
animal characters and to the joy of the world of words. How Do I Feel? illustrates
sleepy, happy, silly, thirsty, and four other feelings to help children see the meaning
behind these concepts.
Never having seen his mother, a baby bird makes humorous mistakes trying to find her.
On board pages.
Sam the Owl and Gus the Firefly literally light up the sky in this classic Beginner Book
edited by Dr. Seuss. In Sam and the Firefly, P. D. Eastman (author of Are You My
Mother? and Go, Dog. Go!) introduces us to the dynamic duo of Sam and Gus, who
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soar through the air writing words in the night sky. But when Gus’s words end up
causing confusion and chaos for the people on the ground, it’s up to Sam to help Gus
“write” his wrongs. Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage
children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to
their meaning. "...provides interest, suspense and word repetition. Illustrations
excellent. Recommended."--(starred) School Library Journal.
Gwyneth Shepherd's sophisticated, beautiful cousin Charlotte has been prepared her
entire life for traveling through time. But unexpectedly, it is Gwyneth who in the middle
of class takes a sudden spin to a different era! Gwyneth must now unearth the mystery
of why her mother would lie about her birth date to ward off suspicion about her ability,
brush up on her history, and work with Gideon—the time traveler from a similarly gifted
family that passes the gene through its male line, and whose presence becomes, in
time, less insufferable and more essential. Together, Gwyneth and Gideon journey
through time to discover who, in the 18th century and in contemporary London, they
can trust. Kerstin Gier's Ruby Red is young adult novel full of fantasy and romance.

A rhyming story about a parent's unlimited love for a child--in the same format as
the bestselling book I Love You Through and Through, and with pictures by the
same illustrator. "How do I love you? Let me count the ways. I love you as the
sun loves the bright blue days . . ." In this board book with padded covers, a
parent declares her love...as the bees love a flower, a duck loves a shower, a
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bird loves to sing, a bear loves the spring. Written by Newbery-award-winning
author Marion Dane Bauer, inspired by the poem by Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
and with pictures by Caroline Jayne Church, illustrator of the bestselling I Love
You Through and Through.
The first collection of poetry from Bunmi Laditan, bestselling author of
Confessions of a Domestic Failure and creator of The Honest Toddler, capturing
the honesty, rawness, sheer joy and total madness of motherhood. With the
compassion and wit that have made her a social media sensation among
mothers around the world, Bunmi Laditan puts into evocative and relatable words
what so many of us feel but can’t quite express. For mothers who love their
children with a fiery fierceness but know what it is to feel crushed at the end of
those long days, Dear Mother is like a warm hug that says, “I get it.”
Winner of the National Book Award for Young People’s Literature, the Michael L.
Printz Award, and the Pura Belpré Award! Fans of Jacqueline Woodson, Meg
Medina, and Jason Reynolds will fall hard for this astonishing New York Timesbestselling novel-in-verse by an award-winning slam poet, about an Afro-Latina
heroine who tells her story with blazing words and powerful truth. Xiomara Batista
feels unheard and unable to hide in her Harlem neighborhood. Ever since her
body grew into curves, she has learned to let her fists and her fierceness do the
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talking. But Xiomara has plenty she wants to say, and she pours all her
frustration and passion onto the pages of a leather notebook, reciting the words
to herself like prayers—especially after she catches feelings for a boy in her bio
class named Aman, who her family can never know about. With Mami’s
determination to force her daughter to obey the laws of the church, Xiomara
understands that her thoughts are best kept to herself. So when she is invited to
join her school’s slam poetry club, she doesn’t know how she could ever attend
without her mami finding out. But she still can’t stop thinking about performing
her poems. Because in the face of a world that may not want to hear her,
Xiomara refuses to be silent. “Crackles with energy and snaps with authenticity
and voice.” —Justina Ireland, author of Dread Nation “An incredibly potent
debut.” —Jason Reynolds, author of the National Book Award Finalist Ghost
“Acevedo has amplified the voices of girls en el barrio who are equal parts
goddess, saint, warrior, and hero.” —Ibi Zoboi, author of American Street
Help your little one dream big with a Little Golden Book biography all about the
Mexican artist Frida Khalo! The perfect introduction to nonfiction for preschoolers!
This Little Golden Book captures the essence of Frida Kahlo for the youngest
readers. From overcoming illness, to being one of only a handful of girls at her
school in Mexico, to having her paintings hanging in museums, this is an inspiring
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read for future trailblazers and their parents! Features informative text and
colorful illustrations inspired by Frida's own artwork. Read all the Little Golden
Book biographies: My Little Golden Book About Kamala Harris, My Little Golden
Book About Frida Kahlo, My Little Golden Book About Ruth Bader Ginsburg, My
Little Golden Book About Jackie Robinson, My Little Golden Book About Martin
Luther King Jr., My Little Golden Book About George Washington, My Little
Golden Book About Abraham Lincoln, My Little Golden Book About Balto, and
My Little Golden Book About Johnny Appleseed.
A charming retelling of the story of Sleeping Beauty with lively illustrations and
rhyming text.
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